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groups use music and about the creativity needed to adapt cultural practices 
to changes in social life. 
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Most folklorists have probably followed Reidar Christiansen in his 
belief that fairy-lore did not exist in the Americas. But, as Barbara Rieti 
writes, "in [the Memorial University Folklore Archives] I read personal 
experience narratives [of fairy encounters] of recent vintage, and despite a 
wide consensus among collectors and informants on its decline, it was clear 
that there was still an extensive body of fairy traditions that had never been 
examined in depth." From this beginning came a dissertation and the present 
book, which is an outstanding contribution to the study of the fairies. 

Through the use of both archival materials and interviews Rieti shows 
that rather than a moribund or dying tradition, fairy belief in Newfoundland 
is a living tradition that has continued to adapt itself to changing times. One 
sign of this adaptation is the connection made between the fairies and UFOs, 
though, like Rieti, I doubt that the UFOs will ever fully replace fairies. As 
Rieti writes "[tlhe fairies are the ultimate strangers, and serve as a metaphor 
for all that is strange, not only in nature, but in other people." As she 
emphasises, it is the closeness of the fairies to the human world that has 
made for the strong connections between humans and fairies. A UFO can 
hardly have the same intimacy: "[tlhey are not the numinous neighbors the 
fairies have been, and their distant galaxies do not have the compelling 
immanence of the fairy world."(216) 

Rieti's study details these beliefs in Newfoundland folk culture, 
making effective use of both archival and fieldwork sources. She suggests 
that the principle character in the fairy legend is the human, and that our 
analysis of the legends must proceed from that knowledge. Fairylore maps 
out the supernatural landscape, human relations to it, and the social landscape 
between humans. That Rieti does not subscribe wholly to one style of analysis 
adds to the depth of her work, and assures her book a prominant place in 
fairylore and legend studies. Although I would have liked more on fairylore 
as folk religion, Rieti gives better attention to this aspect of the traditions 
than most researchers have. Indeed, her study is the best phenomenological 
and psychological study of the fairies I have seen. 
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Together with the anthology The Good People, edited by Peter Narvaez, 
and the 1991 issue of B6aloideas, "The Fairy Hill is on Fire," Barbara Rieti's 
Strange Terrain marks a renaissance in fairylore studies, moving the study 
of fairylore from a literary study to one informed by ethnographic, 
psychological, phenomenological, and religious perspectives. Of these three 
books, Rieti's is perhaps the most important since it opens for investigation 
an area of fairylore long believed not to exist. Her book will, I hope, lead to 
further investigations of fairylore in the Americas. It deservedly won the 
Raymond Klibansky award for social sciences research in Canada. Strange 
Terrain will be essential reading for those interested in fairylore, and should 
end the belief that the fairies do not cross the ocean 
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Neil Rosenberg began assembling and editing the collection of essays 
in this volume following a panel discussion on folk revivalism at the 1987 
meeting of the American Folklore Society. The book's essays include papers 
given at the conference and articles written for Transforming Tradition as 
well as essays reprinted for this compilation. Following Alan Jabbour's 
foreword, which vividly addresses issues essential to scholarship on folk 
music revivalism, Neil Rosenberg develops Jabbour's theme that it is more 
useful to examine an array of folk music revivals in North America rather 
than to speak solely of one American folk music revival. This organizing 
principle succeeds throughout the book, and Rosenberg's comprehensive 
and insightful introductions to the book's three sections provide a useful 
commentary which gives Transforming Tradition the tone of a fascinating 
panel discussion. 

Many of the essayists came to study folk music through their own 
participation in folk music revivals. Rosenberg notes that all of the essays 
feature reflexive considerations of the writers' involvement in performing, 
documenting, or producing presentations of folk music. As Bruce Jackson 
points out, it is regrettable that past scholars of folk music have refrained 
from this type of self-reflective scholarship as they have often ignored 
revivalist movements when they were at their peaks. His article explores 


